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Problems on Genetics, Mol"t'lu' G"nutit'' Euol'

SELECTION
- ----

. SELECTION:

Selection or natural selection is a process

*herebv one phenotype and therefore one genotyPe

i.rt.t 1'.rr,'r.ly mo'e'o fFsprings than another gcno-

rypc measured by both reproduction and survtvat'

d.i..rion is thus a matter oF reproductive success'

It includes three parameters-survival rate' relatlve

fitness and selection coefficient'

. RELAITVE FITNESS:

It is a measure of reproductive success o[. a

genotype Fitness of an organism tt t TtlYt-"i.t::
Iuiti,i ,o pass its genes to the next gt,l"illll^.1t "
.*oresrcd as relative parameter' usually dcttneo as

.i"ti* fttness and abbreviated 'w'
- 

Reproductive success of individual genoryPe

reduce its relative fitness This force or factor is called

J.;;;.;;tncient rt ilu;rillv represented bv's"

Thus, as the selection coefficient increases'

fitness decreases'

. STABILIZING SELECTION (CENTRI-

PETAL SELECTION):

It is the action olnatural selection in ke-eping a

nooulation constant Hcre phenotypic features

|J'I".id. ;;, ; 
" 

t t' *a e n v i ro nme nt al co n d i t i o n a nd

competition is not seve re'

Features:

It operates in constant environment'

It f"uorrrc average or intermediate values'

It check accumulation of mutation in the

gene pool.

i, ,.nd, to arrest variance and evolutionary

changes, but maintains adaptiveness'

lY=
[.p-.od,r.tiu. success of best genorype

SELECTION COEFFICIENT(s) :

It is a force or factor acting on each genorype to

(i)

(r r)

(iii)

(ir)

Gen. ll

(a) Stabilizing selection

:ffi:,xT,T"'"ffJ"':l.",':n'..''1::ililifr:;;t.*:il*i':r,;.::il:;$:::Ti[";:ffI"Jl:
:ri::::*:l:':i#.#i::J:i;:,[!*;i[:i*i:il",:*;:,*;u'u:5].':ii5#::'""1,il:Ii"u qru",;r,u,i"e character (e s ' {rorn low on the '"";::,:;;Xi (;q;";.y) sr,aoed areas represent the

;;;;;;;' i;; n,,"o",' or ind v duarsro::1-":::::[,,

Means

(c) DisruPture selection

i;ff;"]; .t]ot"n . be parents o{ the next generatron

(b) Directional selection
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Example: Birth weight of newborns provide a

good example of stabilizing selection' The optimum

birth weight is 7.3 pounds and newborn infants

less than 5.5 pounds have highest probability of
mortality. The optimum is associated with lowest

mortality. u--/'
. DIRJ,CTIONALSELECTION:

ihi, for* of selection operates in response to

gradual changes in environmental condition' Here

the selective force changes the frequency ofalleles in

a given direction either towards fixation or towards

elimination. -,"\-"
Features:

(i) Directional selection operates when envi-

ronmcnt is changing in one direction.

(ii) It ltavours non-average or specialised

phenotypes and eliminates the normal or

average individuals.

(iii) It favours accumulation of those muta-

tions that increase {itness of the popu-

lation in the changing environment

(i") It brings about progressive evolution.

Exampb: (a) Industrial melanism, (b) Insecti-

cides (DDT or other) resistance in mosquito.

. usRUPTr\fE SELECTION (CENTRTFU-

GAL SELECTION):

Sel.ctio., that tends to favour the survival of
organisms in a population that are at opposite

phenotypc extremes for a particular character and

eliminates individual with intermediate values.

Ferttures:

(i) It operates in he reroge nous environment.

(ii) It pushes the phenorype within a poPu-

Iation away from the mean and favour the

values of the extreme.

(iii) It splits homogenous population into rwo

or more adaPtive forms. t-"
(iu) It occurs when population is subjected to

divergent selcction Pressure. -/
Example:

(") On the basis of bristle number of
Drosophila. 'W&en individuals with highest

and lowest bristle number were selected,

the population showed a non-overlapping

divergence in only 12 generation

(b) British lands nail (Cepaea nemoralis)

(i) They are found in grass field and

forest. Predator bird (song bird) in
low vegetation dark shell without light

coloured bad snail are preyed by bird
(thrushes) and in forest dark shelled

light coloured snails are eaten uP'

(ii) The populations as is divided into

light coloured light bands in grassland

and dark snails without band in forest.

. CYCLIC SELECTIONi _
Stabilizing and directional selection is constant,

when selective environment is stable.

\7hen environment is not stable berween sea-

sons or generations the optimum phenotype and

also optimum genotype may show fluctuation

because of the selection oPerating in one direction

and in opposite direction for the next. This rype of

selection is called cyclic selection.

Features:

(i) It occurs when selective environment is

unstable.

(ii) It helps in maintaining genetic differences

in a population and fixes all the alleles of
the gene Pool.

. COMPONENTS OF SELECTION:

( 1 ) Gametic selection, (2) Zygoric selection,

Sexual selection, (4) Fecundity selection'

. GENERAL METHOD OF DETERMIMNG

CIIANGE IN ALLELIC FNEQI.]ENCY DI.JE

TO NATURAL SELECTION:

Solution:

Let there are two alleles viz, (A) and (a) for a

gene in population. (A) is dominant over (a); p is

ih. ini,iul gene frequenry of dominant allele (A) and

q is the initial gene frequency of recessive allele (a)'

If the population is at equilibrium, the gene fre-

quencies will remain unaltered, but if the population

exhibit differential reproduction due to selection

against recessive allele (a), the selection coefficient(s)

represent(s) the force of natural selection oPerating

(3)
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against recessive alleles. It means that genorypes AA and Aa produce cent Percent (1) offsprings and aa

produces 1-s.

The genetic contribution from them will be

1rq=p2xl Aa=2pqxl ax=q2(1-s). \./
Allele frequency changes after one generation ofselection against recessive homozygotes'

Allelic frequency after selection:

.r - lr^^- P'-l- 2Pq P2-P9-P(P*q)
P'= P + ZzPq- l_sq2 

* r^ l_sq7 
- l-rqr- l-rq,

, (l -s)q, I 2pq (1 -s)q'7*pq q'-rq'* Pq q(q-sq+ p) 
- 

q{(p * q)-tq} 
-| -- 

-.'- t-rO, 2 I-sq: 
- 

i-s,I'] l-rq' 1-tq' l-tq'
q(1-sq)

1 -rq'

Change in allelic frequency due to selection, i'e'

. 1 q(l-sq) - q(l-sq)-q(l-sq2) - 
q-sq2-q +sq3 

- 
tq'(q-2 

- 
*sq2(1-q)

Aq =q'-q= l_sd -q=-- l_rd 
= l-,d l-rq, l-rq'

Asp = I -q,so1r =-# l-'.,, i5-:

(when Aq = 0, no further.h"ngt occurs in allelic frequencies)'

There is negativc sigp in the equation to the left 514s e6 
jd'P*, bccause the T alues of s' p and q are
l-^sq".., r !.r r--:--

alwap positive or zero, Aq is negative or zero. Thus, the td"o of q=*i[ decrease with selection' L---

1. Initial genotypic (zygote) frequency

Z. Fitness (w)

3. Frequency after seIection

4. Relative genotypic frequency after selection

Genetic load:

(i) A reduction in the average fitness of individuals in population is due to the deleterious genes or

gene combinations in the population'

(ii) It has many fbrms such as "murational load", "segregational load" and "recombinational load"'

The stable coexistence of nvo or more discontinuous genotypes in a population over a succession

of'generation.
.W4ren the frequencies of rwo alleles are carried to an equilibrium, the condition is called balanced

polymorphism.
Arithmetic mean of the products of allele frequency

Reproductive success of best genotype

(i)

Genetic distance: It is a quantitative measure of divergence beWe en the phenetic appearance o{t rwo

populations (or species) based on their difference in gene frequencies'

Nei's D index = -ln I = -ln 0.9899 = 0'0101'

(Nei's D index is that the rate of evolutionary change is equal for all loci being evaluated')

Genetic identity (I) =
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